
CHECK OUT DETAILS OF CORPSE REAL FACE CONTROVERSY ON INTERNET

Corpse Husband, a very famous songwriter and singer, who then started his career as a
Youtuber and Twitch streamer, became one of the most loved and followed Youtubers in a
very short period of time. He is known to make gaming videos and dark-humour videos
which look interesting and appealing to many people. The most interesting thing about
Corpse is that he hides his face in all his videos and streams and no one yet has seen a
corpse real face, which is eventually a big controversial thing about him.

And so over the years there have been many claims of ‘face revealed’ by many different
online sources, but none of them have been officially confirmed to be real and authentic. You
all must have also come across a recent controversy of Corpse face reveal which happened
on Twitter. If you don’t know about it, then no worries, because as you scroll down, you will
find out a lot more details about Corpse Husband and the recent controversies on him. So
just keep reading to find out all the interesting information.

More about Corpse Husband

As you all know, Corpse Husband is a very famous Youtuber and Twitch Streamer who is
best known for his dark-humour and gaming videos and streams. He is also a songwriter
and singer and sings quite well. So Corpse actually got world-wide recognition after he
successfully collaborated with many other famous streamers in the game Among Us such as
Sykkuno, Valkyrae and Disguised Toast. And then over the years, he gained more than 8
Million followers and became popular for his very distinctive voice and an enigmatic
personality.

Despite being a famous and successful personality on Youtube, he has managed to maintain
a high level of privacy throughout his whole career and information of his personal life and
corpse real face is still unknown to the people around the world who watch him. Even
though he appeared in a lot of interviews like IRL, his face always kept blurry. So all his fans
know him and recognise him for his charming & cool personality and deep voice. He even
once collaborated with a fellow Youtuber, Valkyrae, also his friend, for a music video in which
he collaborated with the famous pop-star ‘Machines Gun Kelly’, and so he eventually
developed a huge fan base around the world.

Details of controversy about corpse real face

So over the years, there have been many claims and controversies of corpse faces revealed
by many different sources online, out of which, none was ever confirmed to be real. But if we
talk about the controversy which is also assumed to be the reason for his not posting on
Youtube anymore after 2021, it is the most recent one. So earlier in 2021, social media
platforms got flooded with the posts claiming to have the footage of the corpse real face
which later turned out to be false, like many other previous claims. So there was a picture
which surfaced on Twitter that claimed to be Corpse Husband’s photo, but it was actually a
picture which was used as a clickbait from one of the Twitter accounts called Nog that
shared that photo. Also the photo was shared with the caption ‘Babe woke up, Corpse
Husband's real face got revealed and just dropped’. This caused controversy among fans
and the move was heavily criticised. He also responded to this incident being very disgusting
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and annoying for him and thus this created a lot of pressure on Corpse which resulted and
drove him to stop streaming on Youtube.


